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RESEARCH PROGRAM

Mission
The mission of the Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada is to provide its members with
knowledge and technology to conduct cost-competitive,
quality operations that respect the forest environment.

Our Vision

Conception:: les kréateurs inc.

FERIC is a world leader in the field of operational
forest research and development. The knowledge,
expertise and dedication of its staff are evident in
the quality, usefulness and impact of its research.
FERIC’s operating efficiency, responsiveness to
clients’ needs and excellence of technology transfer
have gained the Institute the committed support of
the Canadian forestry sector. FERIC is often cited
as an example of effective cooperative R&D.
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Introduction

FERIC’s role in forestry-sector innovation has changed over the past 10 years as the needs of the sector
have evolved. As a result, we are now placing more emphasis on supporting forest sustainability while maintaining our past efforts to improve the competitiveness of harvesting and transportation operations.
FERIC’s federal partner, Natural Resources Canada, conducted an independent evaluation of FERIC’s
program between 1994 and 2004 and found that almost all the users surveyed reported that FERIC was very
relevant to their needs, and that 99% would recommend FERIC to others. Although we were heartened by this
endorsement, we also recognize our responsibility to respond quickly to the ongoing global changes that are
facing our industry.
In response to global competition, large forestry companies have become much more integrated, resulting
in fewer, larger firms in the forestry sector. This change has brought continuing pressure to reduce costs, improve productivity, and extract greater value from lower-quality wood fiber. At the same time, the need to
reduce costs has meant that companies have increased their use of contractors; as a result, the groups involved
in harvesting, silviculture, and transportation have become increasingly fragmented. In addition, automation
and the use of machines to replace manual practices have led to a greater need for ongoing training of equipment operators.
Our recent successes in improving operational practices are a direct response to a growing need to reduce
the “environmental footprint” of forestry operations and to help our members and partners meet the needs of
forest certification. FERIC members and partners expect us to excel in operational research and implementation, and expect to receive value from their investment in FERIC.
The 2005 Research Program reflects the commitment of our members, through the advisory process, to
ensure that our work remains relevant to both their short-term and long-term needs. In 2005, FERIC remains
committed to providing them with practical results and solutions in a timely manner.

Ian de la Roche
President and C. E. O.
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Eastern Division
research program summary
Eastern Division is proud to present our 2005
research program, which has been developed in direct
response to the needs expressed by our industrial members and governmental partners. Research priorities
were defined through a series of regional and stakeholder meetings, and were consolidated into the present
research program under the guidance of Eastern
Division’s Strategic Advisory Committee, which is
composed of senior representatives from a cross-section of our membership. We thank the Committee
for helping us to bring you a research program that
reflects the issues that are affecting our industry and
that addresses the diverse interests of FERIC’s members and partners in a balanced fashion.
Eastern Division’s 2005 research program again
incorporates two major strategic orientations aimed
at generating increased value for members from
FERIC’s work:
• We will increase our focus on the implementation of current and past research in member
operations. Accordingly, we will scale back
somewhat on the level and diversity of our
research efforts, and increase our efforts to help
members apply the research results that show the
highest potential.
• We will prioritize research that provides high
payback to the membership. Accordingly, we
now use a project selection process that integrates measures of both member interest and the
expected return on investment into the decision.

The resulting research program encompasses
eleven integrated programs delivered by multidisciplinary teams chosen to provide a wider focus and
a deeper knowledge base to our work. These programs
combine new activities that address emerging concerns
with ongoing research that requires longer-term
investigation or that has expanded to encompass a
broader perspective. The programs continue to focus
on current themes such as:
• maximizing fiber quality and value recovery
• investigating alternatives to clearcutting through
partial-cutting scenarios
• developing decision-support and logistics tools
to aid in the planning or monitoring of forest
operations
• exploring alternative stand-regeneration and
tending practices
• reducing the environmental impact of forestry
operations
• optimizing the performance of transportation
systems and road infrastructures
Key orientations within these programs relate to
optimizing the specification and flow of the wood furnish, defining harvesting systems capable of better protecting advance regeneration and reducing ground
disturbance, improving treatment quality during
mechanized selection harvesting in hardwoods, developing suitable approaches to harvesting within riparian zones, investigating methods to increase the
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efficiency of early stand-tending operations, exploring alternatives that will let us extend the haul season
through improved road design and construction, and
delivering integrated software and hardware tools that
will let our members practice “precision forestry”.
Given the current energy situation and Canada’s
commitment to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases,
additional resources will be directed at increasing the
fuel efficiency of forestry operations, improving transportation logistics, and exploring the potential of rail
and marine transportation systems. Moreover, we have
initiated a new program to investigate the economic
and operational factors related to the recovery of forest biomass for bioenergy production. Another new

work area will help our members and their contractors to improve the management of machine time in
their forest operations.
The following pages introduce you to our research and support teams and provide more detailed
descriptions of our research program. Also identified
are our regional liaison and technology-transfer personnel working out of Quebec City and Sault Ste.
Marie to respond to regional needs, foster local awareness of FERIC research, and assist our members in
deriving the maximum benefits from that research.
We hope that the proposed program meets your
expectations, and encourage you to contact us with
any questions or suggestions you may have.

Daniel Y. Guimier
Eng., M.A.Sc.
Vice-president
Eastern Region

Ernie Heidersdorf
Eng.
Research Director
Eastern Division
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Eastern Division
organizational chart

Harvesting and
regeneration systems
Mark Ryans*
Denis Cormier
Luc Desrochers
Josianne Guay
Jacques Lirette
Jean Plamondon

Exploratory research
Jean-François Gingras
Yves Provencher
Mark Ryans
Pierre Turcotte

Regional liaison
Terry Knee*
Nancy Desjardins
Serge Leblanc
—
Mark Ryans*
Brad Sutherland

Data-acquisition and
monitoring systems for
forestry equipment
Pierre Turcotte*
Marc Arsenault
Giuseppe Costanzo
Jean-François Gauthier
Ismo Makkonen
Brent McPhee
Rick Reynolds
Emmanuel Tran
* Program Leaders

Bioenergy from
the forest
Mark Ryans*
Denis Cormier
Luc Desrochers
Jacques Lirette

Stand tending
Mark Ryans*
Josianne Guay
Michel St-Amour

Vice-President, Eastern Region
Daniel Guimier

Research
director
Ernest Heidersdorf

Technical
communications
Terry Knee*
Benoit Bisson
Lilian Demian
Simon Riffou

Decision-support software
and logistics
Jean Favreau*
Marc Arsenault
Denis Cormier
Giuseppe Costanzo
Glen Légère
Jan Michaelsen
Nicolas Pentassuglia
Emmanuel Tran

Administration
Jehan Boucher
Larry Elger
Catherine Racicot
Shirley Smith

Road construction
and maintenance
Yves Provencher*
Mark Brown
Stéphane Jubinville
Glen Légère
Steve Mercier
Mark Partington

Environmental impact of
forestry operations
Mark Ryans*
Luc Desrochers
Peter Hamilton
Jacques Lirette
Ismo Makkonen
Mark Partington
Rick Reynolds
Brad Sutherland
Partial-cutting
systems
Jean-François Gingras*
Jacques Lirette
Philippe Meek
Brent McPhee
Nicolas Pentassuglia
Value recovery from
forestry operations
Jean-François Gingras*
Jean Favreau
Peter Hamilton
Jacques Lirette
Ismo Makkonen
Brent McPhee
Joseph Nader
Jean Plamondon
Transportation systems
Yves Provencher*
Mark Brown
Richard Carme
Marius Dorin-Surcel
Andrew Hickman
Deric Hillman
Steve Mercier
Jan Michaelsen
Joseph Nader
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Jean Favreau, FE., M.Sc.E., manages the research program on decision-support
software and logistics. In 2005, he will be heavily involved in FERIC’s research
on transportation logistics and on controlling wood flows throughout the valuecreation chain.

Jean-François Gingras, FE., manages research programs on maximizing value
recovery from forestry operations and on developing efficient partial-cutting systems. In 2005, he will again coordinate member liaison services for Eastern Division, with a particular focus on implementing research results.

Yves Provencher, FE., M.Sc., manages the research programs on transportation
systems and on road construction and maintenance. In 2005, he will conduct
research aimed at reducing energy consumption in forestry operations.

Mark Ryans, R.P.F., manages research programs on harvesting and regeneration
systems, stand tending, environmental impacts, and bioenergy. In 2005, he will
coordinate FERIC’s involvement in multi-agency projects on intensive forest
management, environmental impacts, and bioenergy, and will supervise the
Ontario regional liaison officer.

Pierre Turcotte, Eng., manages the research program on data-acquisition and
monitoring systems. He also supervises the Division’s computer resources and its
shop facilities. His activities in 2005 will focus on supporting implementations
of the MultiDAT datalogger by members.
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Research staff

Marc Arsenault, D.E.C., Programmer-analyst, will work on maintaining and
developing additions to FERIC’s MultiDAT, GeoFor, Pro-Vue, and Opti-Grade
software.

Mark Brown, Eng., M.Eng., Researcher, will investigate the implementation of
“star trucks” in various applications and the potential of marine transportation.
Mark’s expertise will also be used to implement the SmartDriver for Forestry Trucks
program and evaluate the impact of road conditions on truck performance.

Richard Carme, R.P.F., Researcher, will help members implement onboard computer technology to improve transportation efficiency. Richard will also be involved in evaluating the potential of CTI to reduce energy consumption.

Denis Cormier, FE., M.Sc., Senior Researcher, will continue his studies on site
preparation after various harvesting regimes, and will assist in the continued
development of FERIC’s Interface decision-support software.

Giuseppe Costanzo, D.E.C., Programmer-analyst, will work on maintaining and
upgrading FERIC’s Interface-Map software and will work together with Marc
Arsenault on certain aspects of the virtual transportation manager (VTM) software.

Luc Desrochers, FE., Researcher, will work on studies of the environmental impact associated with harvesting in riparian zones, as well as on techniques for the
management of logging residues, including the harvesting of debris for bioenergy.
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Marius Durin-Surcel, M. Eng., Researcher, joined FERIC in January 2005. After having worked in the automotive industry in Europe and Canada for nearly
15 years, he recently completed his Masters’ Degree at the École Polytechnique
de Montréal. In 2005, Marius will mainly be responsible for technology trials
aimed at reducing the fuel consumption of trucks.

Jean-François Gauthier, D.E.C. Electronics, Technician, provides general support to researchers for electronic data collection and other electronics projects.
In 2005, Jean-François will continue to support FERIC members who are implementing the MultiDAT datalogger in their operations.

Josianne Guay, Forest Technician, will support researchers working in the areas
of wood harvesting and silvicultural operations by providing assistance in the
collection and analysis of field data.

Peter Hamilton, R.P.F., Researcher, will continue his work on using new cableskidder technologies to improve skidding operations. He will also examine various approaches to recovering timber from riparian zones and methods for
mitigating the consequences of oil spills.

Andrew Hickman, Technician, provides technical support to researchers in the
Transportation Systems program. In 2005, he will be heavily involved in determining the maintenance cost of trucks and trailers.

Deric Hillman, FE., Researcher, is working in both the harvesting and transportation areas. In 2005, he will focus on transportation logistics and monitoring
projects, and will be involved in assessing new processor technologies.
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Stéphane Jubinville, Technician, has a background in civil engineering. He joined
the road construction and maintenance program at the beginning of 2005, after
having worked for some years with engineering groups involved with public
roads maintenance. He will mainly be involved in projects on the protection of
fish habitat and road construction.

Glen Légère, FE., M.Eng., Researcher, is performing studies aimed at improving
road design methods, with particular emphasis on the stabilization and compaction of roads. He will also work on the development of performance-based aggregate specifications.

Jacques Lirette, C.F.T., Senior Technician, provides research and technical assistance to researchers working on projects related to wood harvesting and silvicultural operations. Jacques will continue to improve our searchable database on
“best management practices” related to environmental issues.

Ismo Makkonen, Senior Researcher, is the Division’s specialist in mechanical
design and hydraulic systems. In 2005, he will provide support for projects that
require his expertise.

Brent McPhee, For. Tech., Senior Technician, assists research staff in fieldwork,
in the construction of models, and in the design, construction, and testing of
prototypes. In addition, he is responsible for maintaining the Division’s equipment and industrial facilities.

Philippe Meek, FE., M.Sc., Senior Researcher, focuses on partial cuts in boreal,
mixedwood, and hardwood forests, aimed at achieving wildlife habitat or biodiversity management objectives. He is also evaluating the operational feasibility
of recent methods for shelterwood, selection, and variable-retention cuts.
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Steve Mercier, Eng., Researcher, is pursuing the implementation of the OptiGrade grading-management system. In 2005, he will also investigate various
options for extending the haul season, particularly with respect to the easing of
load restrictions during the spring thaw.

Jan Michaelsen, FE., Senior Researcher, has broad experience in transportation
systems, haul efficiency, and optimizing vehicle configurations. In 2005, he will
focus on rail transportation and on reducing fuel consumption, and will help
develop an Internet-based truck scheduling system.

Joseph Nader, Ph.D. Statistics, Senior Researcher, provides statistical expertise
to various research programs. In 2005, he will continue his work on fiber recovery and quality, support members in the area of quality sampling and analysis,
and lend support to harvesting and transportation logistics projects.

Mark Partington, R.P.F., M.Sc., Researcher, has developed innovative techniques
for stream crossings and slope stabilization. In 2005, he will develop guides on
selecting stream crossings to minimize environmental impacts and meet regulatory guidelines, and will evaluate soil disturbance in various harvesting systems.

Nicolas Pentassuglia, FE, Researcher, is working under contract with Eastern
Division helping in the implementation and development of FERIC software
such as Interface-Map and Pro-Vue, as well as providing assistance in projects on
transport logistics, satellite yards, mechanized hardwood harvesting and economic impacts of emulating natural disturbances.
Jean Plamondon, FE., Researcher, continues to study new harvesting technologies and techniques to improve compliance with environmental regulations and
prescriptions during harvesting, particularly in terms of reducing rutting and
site occupancy by trails. In 2005, he will also study the problem of harvesting
mixedwood stands.
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Rick Reynolds, R.P.F., Researcher, will continue his work on assessing new GPS
hardware and software, especially navigation systems. He will also advise members on GPS-related issues, and conduct technology transfer to promote the use
of emerging technologies and GPS in contractor operations.

Michel St-Amour, Researcher, is developing alternative approaches to the tending of young stands. In 2005, he will continue the implementation of semimechanized systems for precommercial thinning and plantation cleaning.

Emmanuel Tran, FE., Researcher, will continue his work on the implementation
of dedicated GIS tools for the analysis of machine tracking data, and will assist
other researchers with their use of GIS. He will also work with Rick Reynolds on
projects involving the interpretation of LIDAR data.
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Administration

Jehan Boucher
B.Comm., CNA
Computer
Technician

Larry Elger
For. Tech.
Office Manager

Catherine Racicot
Receptionist

Shirley Smith
D.E.C.,
Administrative
Coordinator and
Conference
Manager

Technical communications
Terry Knee, B. Eng., Group Supervisor, manages the technology-transfer team
that is responsible for the production of Eastern Division’s reports, presentations, Web site, conferences, and other technology-transfer products in support
of research staff. In 2005, Terry will also supervise Eastern Division’s Quebec
regional liaison officers.

Benoit Bisson
Technical Editor

Lilian Demian
Desktop
Publisher

Simon Riffou
For. Tech., Dip.
Graphic Design
Graphic Artist
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Regional liaison officers

Face-to-face contact has been identified by FERIC’s members and partners as the most
effective method of communicating research results to potential users. The role of FERIC’s
regional liaison officers is thus to foster local awareness of FERIC’s current and past research, assist FERIC members and their contractors in deriving the benefits of that research,
and help to define regional research priorities. Although they won’t necessarily have the
answers to every possible operational question that might arise, their goal will be to facilitate
the technology-transfer and implementation process, and link FERIC researchers with the
users of our research.
The liaison position in Ontario is based at the Canadian Forest Service’s (CFS) Great
Lakes Forestry Centre in Sault Ste. Marie (ON). In Quebec, FERIC’s regional liaison efforts
are grouped under the Forest Innovation Partnership (“Partenariat Innovation Forêt”) banner, and are based at CFS’s Laurentian Forestry Centre in Quebec City (QC). This partnership is the result of a strategic alliance between FERIC, Forintek, and CFS, with significant
funding from Economic Development Canada, and has as its primary goal the transfer of
integrated solutions arising from the research efforts of the three organizations. FERIC is
also seeking additional opportunities to create similar positions in other provinces.
Brad Sutherland, R.P.F., Senior Researcher, is FERIC’s Ontario liaison officer.
Brad will coordinate technology-transfer initiatives that focus on the adoption
of emerging technologies by forestry contractors. In addition to liaison duties
with our members, Brad will also develop a guide and training tools for reducing
ground disturbance in eastern Canada.

Nancy Desjardins, FE., has 9 years of forestry experience, including 6 years with
Quebec’s Comité sectoriel de main-d’œuvre en aménagement forestier. She has worked
with diverse stakeholders within the forestry community to learn their needs and
provide training solutions, and will continue this role as a liaison specialist
for Quebec.
Serge Leblanc, FE., has more than 25 years of forestry experience, 13 with
Quebec’s Centre d’enseignement et de recherche en foresterie (CERFO). In 2005,
Serge will serve as a technology-transfer and liaison specialist for Quebec, and
will develop networks for transferring the results of FERIC, Forintek, and CFS
research to field foresters.
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2005 program description
Harvesting and regeneration
systems
Program leader: Mark Ryans
This program investigates the relationships between harvesting and subsequent regeneration practices, and develops alternative stand-establishment
strategies to account for difficult conditions. The medium-term orientations focus on harvesting with the
protection of advance growth, managing harvesting
debris, and site-preparation methods for difficult debris and terrain conditions. Research projects for 2005
include:
• Strategies to reduce site occupancy by extraction
trails and the levels of damage to advance growth
— Jean Plamondon
• Impact of harvesting with delimbing at the
stump on regeneration practices
— Denis Cormier
• Decision support for the management of logging
residues — Luc Desrochers

Partial-cutting systems
Program leader: Jean-François Gingras
The program on partial cutting aims to identify
and develop harvesting systems that are better adapted
to performing these cuts economically, while still meeting the silvicultural objectives. The program addresses
several treatment options, including commercial thinning, shelterwood cuts, and selection cuts in tolerant

hardwood forests. Particular emphasis is being placed
on the implementation of research results in member
operations and on fostering multi-agency projects to
cover both the operational and the biological implications of partial cuts. Research projects for 2005
include:
• Implementation of commercial thinning operations with member companies — Philippe Meek
• Continued development and validation of the
wide-trail-spacing method for mechanized
selection harvesting in tolerant hardwood stands
in Quebec — Philippe Meek
• New approaches for the harvesting and regeneration of previously highgraded hardwood and
mixedwood stands — Philippe Meek
• Harvesting methods to conduct partial-cutting
prescriptions for irregular-structure softwood
stands, including operator-based stand-level
prescriptions — Philippe Meek
• Improving the efficiency of partial-cut harvesting operations in the Acadian hardwood forest
— Philippe Meek

Stand tending
Program leader: Mark Ryans
The program’s main objective is to develop alternative approaches for early stand-tending activities
that can both reduce costs and reduce the dependency
on herbicides. The medium-term orientations involve
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the implementation of mechanized stand-tending techniques for both precommercial thinning and plantation cleaning, and tending approaches under difficult
stand conditions. Research projects for 2005 include:
• Implementation and evaluation of semi-mechanized methods of precommercial thinning and
plantation cleaning — Michel St-Amour.

Environmental impacts of
forestry operations
Program leader: Mark Ryans
The objective of this program is to develop strategies to minimize the impacts of forestry operations
on the environment while maintaining acceptable levels of machine productivity and efficiency. The
medium-term orientations of the program focus on
reducing ground disturbance and developing harvesting techniques for sensitive sites, such as riparian zones
and wet ground. Research projects for 2005 include:
• Technology-transfer initiatives to help company
field staff, contractors, and machine operators
minimize ground disturbance
— Brad Sutherland
• Prediction tools for reducing ground disturbance
— Luc Desrochers, Mark Partington
• Harvesting techniques suitable for riparian
buffer zones and the assessment of direct
environmental impacts — Peter Hamilton,
Luc Desrochers

Value recovery from forestry
operations
Program leader: Jean-François Gingras
The general objective of this program is to develop decision-support tools and strategies that will
improve fiber-recovery efficiency and the value of the
products generated by forestry operations. The main
research orientations of the program can be summarized under the acronym RAID: Reduce breakage,
Allocate the right log to the right mill, Increase fiber
recovery, and Decrease wood deterioration from storage. Research projects for 2005 include:
• Development of improved bucking strategies to
minimize fiber losses and maximize net returns
with cut-to-length equipment
— Ismo Makkonen, Jean Favreau,
Jean Plamondon, Joseph Nader
• Increased fiber recovery in tolerant-hardwood
operations — Joseph Nader
• Further applications of storage-under-snow
wood-preservation techniques (e.g., in satellite
yards) — Joseph Nader
• Testing and demonstration of the new version of
the HW Buck training software for optimizing
bucking decisions — Peter Hamilton
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Bioenergy from the forest
Program leader: Mark Ryans
The production of bioenergy from forest biomass is rapidly gaining interest because of soaring fuel
costs and concerns related to emissions of greenhouse
gases and climate change. The initial objectives of this
new program are to define the economic viability of
producing forest bioenergy and to build on the existing knowledge related to biomass recovery. Research
projects for 2005 include:
• Literature review on the state of the art in
harvesting residues for biomass — Mark Ryans
• Development of a feedstock model to assess the
economic potential of using forest-origin
biomass — Mark Ryans, Luc Desrochers
• Evaluations of residue-harvesting systems
— Luc Desrochers

Transportation systems
Program leader: Yves Provencher
Forestry haul vehicles are often subject to extreme
operating conditions, such as steep slopes, heavy loads,
and long distances from service centers. In addition,
recent increases in fuel prices are making it difficult to
control costs in haul operations. These factors are leading companies to consider alternative modes of transportation, such as marine and rail transportation. The
medium-term orientation of this program focuses on
improving the energy efficiency of trucking operations,
on technologies and methods capable of increasing the

profitability of these operations, on multimodal transportation, and on improving transportation logistics.
Research projects for 2005 include:
• Evaluation of the economics of advanced
technologies in trucking — Mark Brown,
Richard Carme, Jan Michaelsen
• Use of lightweight materials and components in
tractor-trailers — Mark Brown, Yves Provencher
• Optimization of combined on- and off-highway
transportation — Jan Michaelsen,
Marius Durin-Surcel
• Potential of rail transport in forestry
— Deric Hillman, Jan Michaelsen,
Yves Provencher
• Potential of marine transportation in forestry
— Mark Brown, Jan Michaelsen
• Improving the materials-handling aspects of
multi-modal transport — Deric Hillman,
Jan Michaelsen
• Evaluation of technologies such as fuel additives
and variable-power engines for reducing fuel
consumption — Jan Michaelsen,
Marius Durin-Surcel
• Use of onboard computers in forestry transportation — Richard Carme, Deric Hillman,
Joseph Nader, Marius Durin-Surcel
• Extending the haul season by easing load
restrictions during the spring thaw
— Steve Mercier
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•
•
•

•

Impact of the use of CTI systems on fuel
consumption — Richard Carme, Deric Hillman
Impact of road conditions on truck performance
— Mark Brown, Steve Mercier
Implementation of the SmartDriver for Forestry
Trucks training program — Mark Brown,
Jan Michaelsen
Documentation of truck maintenance costs
— Andrew Hickman

Road construction and
maintenance
Program leader: Yves Provencher
Road construction and maintenance represent a
large component of the total delivered wood cost, and
can have significant environmental impacts. For this
reason, a major orientation of this program consists of
applying new technologies to help design more efficient and environmentally friendly roads and stream
crossings. Particular attention will be devoted to optimizing road design and to methods for reducing the
amount of maintenance required for networks of primary roads. Research projects for 2005 include:
• Erosion control during the construction of
winter roads — Mark Partington
• Guide for the selection of stream-crossing
techniques — Mark Partington
• Impact of tire-inflation systems on road design
and maintenance — Glen Légère, Steve Mercier

•

•

•
•

•
•

Implementation of performance-based specifications for wearing-course aggregates
— Glen Légère, Steve Mercier
Implementation of methods for stabilizing the
sub-grade and base course during road construction — Glen Légère
Implementation of a road-design catalogue
— Glen Légère
Implementation of the Opti-Grade gradingmanagement system — Mark Brown,
Steve Mercier
Development of training aids for grader operators — Steve Mercier
Review of road construction equipment including articulated dump trucks — Steve Mercier,
Glen Légère

Decision-support software
and logistics
Program leader: Jean Favreau
The overall objective of this program is to develop software that helps managers of forestry operations make better, faster decisions by simplifying the
analysis of complex problems. In the mid- to long term,
this program will link with the “Data-acquisition and
monitoring systems for forestry equipment” program
to produce software–hardware combinations that help
our members practice “precision forestry”, particularly
in the context of wood flow and the logistics of forestry operations. Research projects for 2005 include:
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•

•

•

•

•

Maintain and assist in the implementation of
FERIC’s Interface and Pro-Vue software
— Jean Favreau, Denis Cormier, Jan Michaelsen
Complete the development of an integrated,
GIS-compatible version of Interface and Otto
called Interface-Map — Jean Favreau,
Denis Cormier, Jan Michaelsen, Glen Légère
Develop an Internet-based vehicle-scheduling
system in partnership with the For@c consortium (Laval University) and the Center for
Research on Transportation (Université de
Montréal) — Jean Favreau, Jan Michaelsen
Develop a decision-support tool to evaluate the
potential of satellite merchandizing or transfer
yards in terms of the quality of merchandizing,
transportation efficiency, and wood-flow
logistics — Jean Favreau, Jan Michaelsen
Assess the impact on cost and fiber supply of
natural-disturbance guidelines in Ontario using
the Interface-Map software — Jean Favreau

Data-acquisition and monitoring
systems for forestry equipment
Program leader: Pierre Turcotte
The overall objective of this program is to evaluate or develop data-acquisition systems that will help
the managers of forestry operations make faster, more

judicious decisions by simplifying the collection, analysis, and transfer of accurate field data. In the mid- to
long term, the program will link with the “Decisionsupport software and logistics” program to deliver integrated software and hardware tools that will let our
members practice “precision forestry”. An important
part of our efforts is devoted to assessing new hardware and software related to GPS, communications,
and onboard computer technologies in a forestry context. Research projects for 2005 include:
• Ongoing comparative evaluations of new
hardware and software related to georeferenced
data collection with a special focus on LIDAR
— Rick Reynolds, Emmanuel Tran
• Improvement of the MultiDAT system to
facilitate its implementation for monitoring
fleets and in specialized applications
— Pierre Turcotte, Jean-François Gauthier,
Giuseppe Costanzo
• Implementation of a low-cost GIS tool to
process GPS data for area determination
— Emmanuel Tran, Rick Reynolds,
Marc Arsenault
• Technology-transfer activities to support better
implementation of spatial-data analysis and
machine navigation — Rick Reynolds,
Emmanuel Tran
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Exploratory research
This program focuses on new technologies, new
equipment, and new work methods related to FERIC’s
areas of research, but that are not currently covered by
our main research themes. The program’s primary objective is to provide reference information to members and FERIC researchers so as to keep their
knowledge up-to-date and allow updates to FERIC
databases and software. Research activities for 2005
include:
• Complete the development and commercial
implementation of synthetic-fiber mainlines
and chokers for skidding applications
— Brent McPhee, Peter Hamilton

•

•

•

Develop cost-effective systems for harvesting
mixedwood stands that feature a wide mix of
product specifications and destinations
— Jean Favreau, Jean-François Gingras
Evaluation of at-the-stump processors for treelength and cut-to-length applications
— Deric Hillman, Jean Plamondon
Develop an awareness and training package
focusing on improving machine-time
management in contractor operations
— Pierre Turcotte, Terry Knee,
Jean-François Gingras, Nancy Desjardins
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Western Division
research program summary
FERIC’s Western Division continued to use the “Regional Awareness” process, first used in 2000, to
develop and establish our 2005 Research Program. In this process, regional representatives selected from the
members and partners canvass the membership in each of the Coastal, Interior, and Prairie regions to identify
research projects and priorities, then present the projects and priorities at the spring research advisory committee meeting for discussion. Between the spring and fall meetings, FERIC staff develops the regional projects and
priorities into research proposals that include cost and labor estimates. The full membership then prioritizes
these research proposals at the fall research advisory committee meeting. Budget limitations result in only the
high-priority projects being integrated into the research program.
Our research advisory committees—the Advisory Committee on Forest Engineering Research (ACFER)
and the Advisory Committee on Wildland Fire Operations Research (ACFIRE)—review Western Division’s
strategic direction each year through the research project prioritization process and also through round-table
strategy discussions. As a result, western members told us that in 2005, they want us to place a continued
strategic emphasis on minimizing delivered wood costs (50%), maximizing fiber recovery and quality (20%),
and minimizing environmental impacts (30%). Within this strategic emphasis, eight new projects will be added
to the research program for 2005 and carried out as part of Western Division’s harvesting, log haul, and silvicultural operations research programs:

Minimizing environmental impacts
•

develop an operator’s guide on erosion-control techniques for stream crossings

Maximizing fiber recovery and quality
•
•

research ways to improve log quality
develop techniques to improve log value through merchandizing

Minimizing delivered wood costs
•
•
•
•
•

update the equipment repair and maintenance costs database
reduce the cost of multiple log sorts
develop a workshop on innovative strategies to reduce logging costs
determine optimal skidding distances
develop a hybrid highway/off-highway tractor–trailer system
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The Wildland Fire Operations Research Group in Hinton (Alberta) also has six new research projects for
2005. New projects include:
• develop criteria for and evaluate airborne thermal-imaging systems
• develop systems to protect log inventories from fire
• develop criteria for and evaluate initial attack performance
• integrate wildland/urban interface with industrial forest-management practices
• develop an efficient method for determining fuel loading when planning for prescribed burns
• hold a workshop on mechanizing wildland firefighting
With continued support from the provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and British Columbia, FERIC’s
five western research extension specialists—three in British Columbia, one in Alberta, and one in Saskatchewan—
will continue their excellent work in 2005.
As a result of the direct regional input from our membership, Western Division feels that our 2005
Research Program addresses the short-term (tactical) issues while maintaining a long-term (strategic) focus. If
you have any questions, comments, or suggestions, please contact Marv Clark, Ingrid Hedin, or Alex Sinclair.

Alex Sinclair
P.Eng., M.B.A.
Vice-President
Western Region

Marv Clark
R.P.F., M.F.
Research Director
Western Region

Ingrid Hedin
R.P.F., M.F.
Research Director
Western Region
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The Harvest Engineering Group’s goal is to help the western Canadian forest industry
develop cost-effective and environmentally acceptable ways to build forest roads and stream
crossings and to harvest timber. Areas of research include operational planning and layout;
road construction, maintenance, and rehabilitation; and harvesting. Within these areas, the
group performs short- and long-term assessments of new harvest-planning methods; studies
road construction, maintenance, and rehabilitation methods and equipment; and evaluates
harvesting methods suitable for use in environmentally sensitive areas.

Harvest Engineering personnel
Ray Krag, R.P.F., M.Sc., Group Supervisor, has extensive experience studying
ways to reduce the environmental impacts of timber harvesting. In 2005, he will
continue his studies on helicopter logging and on strategies for reducing
windthrow in partial cuts.

Doug Bennett, R.P.F., P.Eng., M.Sc., Senior Researcher, applies his industry experience as a forest engineer to studying road-building practices and partial cutting. In 2005, he will study road construction on difficult terrain and the strength
properties of second-growth and old-growth coastal trees related to the design of
log bridges.

Brian Boswell, R.P.F., Senior Researcher, is a forest engineer with industry experience in forest road and cable yarding layout and operations in coastal British Columbia. In 2005, Brian will continue his studies of cable yarding
equipment and operations in interior British Columbia.

Michelle Dunham, R.P.F., Researcher, has performed research in the areas of
harvest planning, helicopter logging, and partial cutting. In 2005, she will continue evaluating helicopter-logging operations and developing tools for automating the collection of helicopter-logging production data.
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Clayton Gillies, R.P.F., R.P.Bio., Researcher, has operational experience in coastal
British Columbia and undertakes studies with an environmental focus. In 2005,
he will continue studying stream-crossing alternatives and will work on a handbook of erosion-control practices for roads and stream crossings.

Kris Kosicki, Ph.D., Senior Researcher, is a forest engineer with many years of
experience in Europe and has taught at the University of Alberta’s Faculty of
Agricultural Engineering. In 2005, he will continue studying mechanized harvesting in coastal second-growth forests, and ways to optimize skidding distances
and road spacings in ground-based harvesting.

Mihai Pavel, Ph.D., Researcher, recently returned to FERIC after having completed his doctoral studies at the University of British Columbia’s Faculty of
Forestry. In 2005, he will apply his expertise in harvesting-system analysis to the
implementation of variable-retention harvesting in coastal British Columbia,
and to strategies for reducing windthrow in partial cuts.

Stephanie Sambo, B.S.F., Researcher, studies harvesting operations designed to
minimize soil disturbance on sensitive sites. She has also documented fuel consumption and CO2 emissions in cable yarding and ground-based harvesting. In
2005, she will continue studying sensitive-site harvesting and partial cutting.

Harvest planning
In this program, research focuses on improving
the efficiency of operational planning and layout by
investigating new methods and tools to facilitate these
activities. In addition, the program documents the pro-

cesses and costs of cutblock development and layout
for a variety of harvesting and silvicultural prescriptions. Research projects for 2005 include Brian
Boswell’s study of planning and development costs for
partial cutting.
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Harvesting on sensitive sites
This research program responds to member needs
for information about acceptable harvesting methods
in environmentally sensitive areas. In this program,
researchers investigate and report the economic and
environmental costs and benefits of new or modified
harvesting methods, and report on systems that satisfy
environmental constraints related to factors such as
visual quality, slope stability, site disturbance, and riparian concerns. Research projects for 2005 include:
• Ground-based harvesting on sensitive sites
— Stephanie Sambo
• Evaluations of interior cable-yarding systems
— Brian Boswell
• Helicopter-logging evaluations
— Michelle Dunham, Ray Krag
• Mechanized harvesting in coastal second-growth
stands — Kris Kosicki
• Optimizing skidding distances and road
spacings — Kris Kosicki

Roads and stream crossings
This program evaluates the productivity and performance of new machines, attachments, methods, and
systems for the construction, maintenance, and rehabilitation of forest roads. As well, this program investigates practices and techniques that can reduce the
environmental impacts of building roads and stream
crossings. Research projects for 2005 include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Road-construction and maintenance evaluations
— Doug Bennett
Load-sharing between stringers in log bridges
— Doug Bennett
Alternatives to culvert pipes — Ray Krag
Geometric Road Design for forest roads
— Brian Boswell
Case studies of alternative stream-crossing
options — Clayton Gillies
Erosion control handbook for forest roads and
stream crossings — Clayton Gillies

Alternatives to clearcutting
This program reports the productivities and costs
of the harvesting and silviculture phases of partial-cutting operations, and identifies operational factors that
affect the successful use of partial-cutting systems. The
Harvest Engineering, Harvesting Operations, and Silvicultural Operations groups are involved in research
projects under this program. In 2005, Harvest Engineering researchers will study ground-based and cableyarding systems under a variety of stand and terrain
conditions. Research projects include:
• Partial-cutting evaluations — Stephanie Sambo
• Implementing ecosystem-management and
variable-retention systems in coastal forests
— Mihai Pavel
• Strategies for reducing windthrow in partial cuts
— Ray Krag, Mihai Pavel
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Harvesting Operations

The Harvesting Operations Group evaluates equipment, systems, and advanced technology that can reduce the costs of harvesting operations and increase the quality and quantity of fiber recovered. Researchers undertake short- and long-term assessments of harvesting
and residue-disposal equipment and systems, determine the fiber recovery and quality associated with various logging, debarking and chipping strategies, and investigate new technologies and software related to harvesting operations.

Harvesting Operations personnel
Tony Sauder, R.P.F., Group Supervisor, studies harvesting systems that minimize
operational and wind damage to immature white spruce in boreal mixedwoods.
He will work to implement these results and develop sustainable landscape-level
management plans, to develop an equipment-costing template, and to organize
the group’s technology transfer activities.

Björn Andersson, P.Eng., F.E., M.Sc., Senior Researcher, studies harvesting productivity and log breakage during harvesting and at mill yards. In 2005, he will
continue to focus on log breakage, compare tree-length and cut-to-length harvesting from the stump through to the mill, and evaluate log optimization software on processors.

Dennis Araki, R.P.F., Senior Researcher, has evaluated the production of pulp
chips from debarking and chipping operations and documented the potential
bucking accuracy using boom-type processors. In 2005, he will continue studying the bucking of stems, and will identify strategies contractors can use to reduce costs when producing short logs.

Peter Dyson, R.P.F., Researcher, has performed productivity studies to provide
data for the Interface software, helped coastal members collect data for scaling
dewatered logs, and evaluated the lighting requirements for night scaling. In
2005, he will continue his Interface work and helping coastal members to increase the efficiency of log scaling.
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Patrick Forrester, R.F.T., Researcher, has focused on evaluating equipment and
systems that recover biomass from harvest sites, log yards, and sort yards, and
has assisted in Interface studies. In 2004, he began to identify the costs of transporting hog fuel by truck, rail, and barge. In 2005, he will study the recovery of
biomass for bio-energy.

Joanne Lennerton, T.F.T., Technician, has helped researchers collect data in a
wide range of Harvesting Operations projects. In 2005, she will continue to
assist with data collection, and will help Peter Dyson to collect data for the
Interface software.

Jack MacDonald, R.P.F., Senior Researcher, helps members install MultiDAT
dataloggers and produce reports, and is working on a machine costing template.
In 2005, he’ll update the database of repair and operating costs for harvesting
and trucking, continue to provide MultiDAT support, and develop the machine
costing template.

Bruce McMorland, Senior Researcher, provides Interface support, gathers data
on western harvesting productivities, and organizes workshops to transfer project
results to members. In 2005, he will continue to evaluate harvest systems and
organize workshops, and will develop strategies for storing logs from beetlekilled stands.

Evaluations
Research projects within this program develop
tools and strategies that reduce delivered wood costs,
improve log quality, and reduce site disturbance. Researchers also investigate strategies for harvesting boreal mixedwood forests. Research projects for 2005
include:
• Completing a report on studies of sustainable
management strategies for boreal mixedwoods
— Tony Sauder, Patrick Forrester

•

•

•

Evaluating new models of log processors,
harvesters, and forwarders — Peter Dyson,
Björn Andersson
Evaluating the potential for processing optimization software on log processors to reduce
delivered wood costs or improve log quality
— Björn Andersson
Undertaking long-term production studies of
new harvesting equipment — Jack MacDonald,
Joanne Lennerton
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•
•

•

•

Developing an equipment-costing template
— Tony Sauder
Updating the repair and maintenance costs
database for harvesting and trucking equipment
— Jack MacDonald
Comparing the costs of harvesting with the
sawmill recovery, revenue, and costs for cut-tolength and tree-length logs — Björn Andersson
Organizing a workshop to present innovative
strategies for reducing harvesting costs and
improving log quality — Bruce McMorland

•

•

•
•

Utilization
Projects within this program develop strategies
that maximize the value and volume of fiber recovered
from the forest; minimize the amount of marketable
fiber that is left as waste, either at the cutblock or in
the log yard; and document the fiber recovery and costs
associated with converting logs and residue into chips
and hog fuel. Research projects for 2005 include:
• Determining the wood breakage losses associated
with different wood-handling activities, and
relating breakage levels to lumber recovery
— Björn Andersson
• Identifying strategies for handling short logs in
operations where long logs are the primary
products — Dennis Araki, Peter Dyson
• Investigating opportunities to increase the value

of long logs produced at roadside by improving
bucking accuracy — Dennis Araki
Quantifying the fiber recovery at various
woodroom facilities in western Canada
— Dennis Araki, Joanne Lennerton
Identifying strategies for the long-term storage
of logs harvested from stands salvaged after
mountain pine beetle damage
— Bruce McMorland
Identifying cost-effective strategies for producing
and transporting biomass — Patrick Forrester
Identifying strategies for storing logs harvested
from stands infested with mountain pine beetle
— Bruce McMorland

Advanced systems
This program develops tools and software that
assist managers in making operational decisions, and
helps Canadian manufacturers to develop and modify
harvesting equipment to better meet industry needs.
Research projects for 2005 include:
• Continuing to obtain data for western operations that can be incorporated into future
releases of the Interface software — Peter Dyson,
Joanne Lennerton
• Continuing to help members install MultiDAT
dataloggers and develop fleet-report summaries
using the collected data — Jack MacDonald
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The objectives of the Transportation and Maintenance Group are to improve the efficiency and the safe delivery of fiber to mills by evaluating and assisting in the development
of transportation systems and technologies. Fuel consumption and energy efficiency are
now priority areas of study for the group. Implementing the results of the group’s research
on central tire inflation (CTI) and on tridem-drive trucks continues to be in high demand in
the forest industry. The group also evaluates and develops maintenance procedures and provides technical support to users of forestry equipment to help them reduce repair and maintenance costs and increase machine availability.

Transportation and Maintenance personnel
Eric Amlin, Group Supervisor, has an extensive industry background in equipment maintenance and fleet operations, and has evaluated and developed new
truck configurations. In 2005, he will work with members, manufacturers, and
regulatory agencies to develop new configurations with increased payloads, and
will explore new technologies to reduce fuel consumption.

Colin Blair, P.Eng., M.A.Sc., Researcher, will be involved in measuring and reporting on the fuel consumption by various types of harvesting machines in
2005. He will also undertake vehicle-dynamics analyses as part of the feasibility
study of new concepts in multi-trailer configurations.

Allan Bradley, P.Eng., R.P.F., Senior Researcher, will continue working with regulatory agencies in Alberta and British Columbia to allow trucks to operate during the spring load-restriction period by deploying road-friendly technologies.
He is also working with the Alberta government to allow the Winter Weight Log
Haul program to commence earlier.

Brian Bulley, H.B.Sc.F., Researcher, will continue to evaluate new applications
of the dual-commodity trailers developed by FERIC in cooperation with a trailer
manufacturer. He will also assist members in solving logistics-related problems
associated with backhauls and optimizing truck utilization.
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Garth Fraser, B.Sc.M.E., Researcher, will be involved in measuring the fuel consumption of logging trucks and in the development of a reference database that
will help members to better predict their energy costs. He will also explore new
technologies that can reduce fuel consumption by logging trucks.

Rob Jokai, A.Sc.T., Technician IV, has experience with modeling haul costs. In
2005, he will continue to provide road digitizing and truck performance modeling services for members and will study how to improve the efficiency of transporting logs from areas with mountain pine beetle infestations.

Séamus Parker, P.Eng., R.P.F., Senior Researcher, will continue his evaluations of
the dynamic performance of new vehicle configurations, and particularly options for improving the stability of truck–full trailer configurations. He will provide the forest industry with guidelines for the safe descent of log trucks on steep
grades.

Tony Tham, Researcher, has 10 years of experience in the heavy truck manufacturing sector. In 2005, he will be involved in projects with member companies
to develop strategies for reducing oil spills from the hydraulic systems of harvesting equipment and will participate in the fuel consumption surveys.

Appraisal and development of
truck configurations
This program develops safer and more efficient
configurations for log-hauling vehicles, evaluates new
configurations, and works with government agencies
to ensure that regulatory changes reflect the needs of
the forest industry. Work continues with government
agencies to implement the results of our study of west-

ern logging-truck configurations, and to allow
expanded use of the tridem-drive tractor in new configurations. Ongoing projects will examine improvements to the roll-stability of the truck–full trailer
combination, ways to expand the use of tridem-drive
tractors, and methods of improving haul efficiencies for
wood harvested from stands subject to mountain pine
beetle infestations. Research projects for 2005 include:
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•
•
•
•
•

Tridem-drive implementation — Eric Amlin,
Séamus Parker
Payload improvements for truck–full trailer
configurations — Séamus Parker
Transporting logs from mountain pine beetle
infestations in British Columbia — Rob Jokai
Evaluating the LogDogTM trailer system for
regulatory approval — Séamus Parker
Development of the hybrid highway/offhighway tractor–trailer system — Eric Amlin

Evaluation of wood
transportation systems
This program examines potential changes to
wood transportation systems that could improve efficiency and lower costs. FERIC’s road-surveying truck,
our Otto software, and our log transportation costing
model can all be used to assist members with decisions concerning their log-delivery systems. Research
projects for 2005 include:
• Digitizing roads and simulating truck performance — Rob Jokai
• Demonstration and implementation of the
B-train designed to haul wood chips in one
direction and logs on the backhaul
— Brian Bulley

Advanced systems
This program aims to transfer new technologies
into log-transportation operations in western Canada
through evaluations, demonstrations, and other initiatives. Research projects for 2005 include:

•
•
•

•

Demonstration of the effects of CTI on loadrestricted pavements — Allan Bradley
Comparison of road maintenance costs with and
without CTI — Allan Bradley, Colin Blair
Surveys of fuel consumption rates for trucks and
harvesting equipment — Garth Fraser,
Colin Blair, Tony Tham
Monitoring road conditions to permit earlier
implementation of higher winter load limits in
Alberta — Allan Bradley

Maintenance
The maintenance program helps member companies and their contractors to reduce their equipment
maintenance costs, identifies the most common industry-wide equipment problems, and identifies or
develops solutions. In addition, researchers keep current with state-of-the-art developments, and assist the
forest industry and machinery manufacturers in adopting more efficient and environmentally responsible
maintenance methods. In 2005, the main research
projects will be:
• A survey of logging-truck maintenance costs
— Eric Amlin, Brian Bulley
• Strategies to reduce the frequency and intensity
of oil spills from harvesting equipment
— Tony Tham
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Silvicultural Operations

The Silvicultural Operations Group evaluates and develops machines, tools, attachments, and methods that will make silvicultural treatments more efficient and effective. The
group’s research activities include conducting short- and long-term assessments of tools and
equipment, defining gaps in the technology required to achieve silvicultural objectives, and
developing design criteria for manufacturers. The group also investigates relationships among
silvicultural phases, and between harvesting and subsequent silvicultural treatments. These
activities may be carried out in co-operation with other research groups and organizations.

Silvicultural Operations personnel
Ernst Stjernberg, R.P.F., M.F., Group Supervisor, has extensive experience with
FERIC’s Eastern and Western Divisions in harvesting, transportation, and silvicultural studies. In 2005, he will work on regeneration studies, methods to reduce injuries to tree planters, and aerial silvicultural surveys.

Craig Evans, R.F.T., Technician IV, has obtained varied research experience with
FERIC. In 2005, he will be responsible for video production at Western Division, will carry out site preparation and reforestation studies, and will participate
in various other projects in the Silvicultural Operations group.

Janet Mitchell, R.P.F., Senior Researcher, has industry silvicultural experience
and has studied commercial thinning and partial cutting for FERIC. In 2005,
she will examine the harvesting–silviculture interface in partial cutting and commercial thinning, soil productivity on deactivated roads, and regeneration methods for partial cutting.

Eric Phillips, R.F.T., Senior Researcher, has extensive research experience in
the areas of transportation, harvesting, and silviculture. He is currently concentrating on silvicultural systems and issues relating to partial cutting in caribou
habitat and visually sensitive areas.
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Forest renewal
In this program, the group works with Western
Division’s other research groups to investigate the relationship between harvesting and silvicultural practices, and to define tradeoffs between the activities in
each phase. Trials of silvicultural systems intended to
meet both biological and non-timber resource objectives are also part of the program. Of particular concern are harvesting practices that may have an impact
on wildlife habitat and visual quality. Research projects
for 2005 include:
• Partial cutting to maintain and enhance arboreal
lichen in caribou habitat — Eric Phillips
• Harvesting in visually sensitive areas
— Eric Phillips, Janet Mitchell
• Review of aerial silvicultural survey technology
— Ernst Stjernberg
• Evaluation of reforestation methods
— Craig Evans

•
•
•
•

Guidelines for preventing injuries during tree
planting — Ernst Stjernberg
Review of the factors that determine planting
costs — Ernst Stjernberg
Soil productivity on deactivated roads
— Janet Mitchell
Review and synthesis of regeneration methods in
beetle-killed stands following mountain pine
beetle attack — Janet Mitchell, Ernst Stjernberg

Site preparation
Through short-term studies, this program evaluates the productivity, performance, and cost of sitepreparation equipment. In addition, the research
determines the long-term availability and utilization
rates of site-preparation implements, defines areas that
require further machine or equipment development,
and addresses site-disturbance issues. Research projects
for 2005 include evaluations of new site-preparation
equipment or techniques by Craig Evans.

Regeneration
This program involves studies of the performance
of tools and systems for forest regeneration, the improvement of existing tools and systems, and the development of new ones where gaps in available
equipment have been identified. Studies of approaches
to protect seedlings until the free-to-grow stage are part
of the program. Research projects for 2005 include:
• Regeneration methods in partial cutting
— Janet Mitchell, Ernst Stjernberg

Stand tending
This program provides information on the status of manual, motor-manual, and mechanized methods of spacing, vegetation control, pruning, and
commercial thinning. It also aids and promotes the
introduction and modification of commercially available tools and machines, and develops new concepts,
tools, and machines where operational needs have been
identified. Research projects in 2005 will be carried
out by Janet Mitchell.
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Wildland Fire Operations

FERIC’s Wildland Fire Operations Research Group (WFORG), established in 2000
through the support of Alberta’s Sustainable Resource Development Ministry, is unlike other
Western Division groups in that it is located in Hinton (Alberta) rather than in Vancouver.
The objectives of this group are to develop and implement new technologies and knowledge
for the suppression and management of wildfires in the province of Alberta, and to assist in
the implementation of these technologies and this knowledge elsewhere in Canada. The
group has three main program components: planning, operations, and design.

Wildland Fire Operations personnel
Ray Ault, M.B.A., Group Supervisor, has extensive experience with fire suppression in British Columbia and Alberta. In 2005, he will develop an evaluation
process for high-altitude infrared scanning and will continue work on sprinkler
systems to protect structures and fire-control lines.

Marty Alexander, Ph.D., Senior Researcher, seconded from the Canadian Forest
Service, studies the science of fire behavior. In 2005, Marty will streamline
methods of collecting fuel loading data in planning prescribed fires, identify the
impacts of fuel treatments, model pile size and flame length, and develop a spotting and breaching module for the Prometheus fire-growth model.

Greg Baxter, M.Sc., Researcher, has worked in Alberta’s Rapattack program and
researched fire behavior with the Canadian Forest Service and New Zealand’s
Forest Research Institute. In 2005, he will work to reduce the fire risk from
linear disturbances and ember spotting distances, and will organize a workshop
on the effective use of harvesting equipment in fire suppression.

Rex Hsieh, B.A.I.S.T., Technician, is working under contract. He has training in
mechanical engineering and computer programming. In 2005, Rex will expand
the literature database on fire management and suppression, maintain the
WFORG Web site, and assist other researchers. Rex is developing a video library
of completed research.
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Kris Johnson, B.A., joined FERIC in 2003 as our Fire Extension Specialist with
the Saskatchewan Forest Centre. Before joining FERIC, Kris worked with the
British Columbia Forest Service Forest Protection Branch. In 2005, he will work
to complete a community fire threat assessment for Saskatchewan.

Wally McCulloch, Senior Researcher, joined FERIC in January 2005 and will
be working on issues related to aerial suppression of wildfires. Wally has worked
with wildfire agencies since 1973 and has been actively involved in air attack
operations since 1979.

Dave Schroeder, M.Sc.F., Researcher, has training in mechanical engineering
and forestry. Dave will study the effects of stand density on fire behavior, continue his evaluations and implementations of video camera technology to detect
smoke from wildfires, and investigate water-delivery systems to protect log yards
from fire.

Rory Thompson, R.P.F., Researcher, seconded from Alberta Sustainable Resource
Development, has extensive operational experience in fire management. In 2005,
Rory will continue compiling data on the costs and impacts of various fuel management treatments to protect communities from wildfire.

Planning
This program examines the integration of management of, suppression of, and protection against
wildland fires within the context of forestry development planning. In 2005, projects include:
• Reduction of hazards for linear disturbances by
identifying treatments to minimize fire spread
along utility corridors — Greg Baxter

•

•
•

Collection of cost and impact data for various
fuel treatments used in community protection
— Marty Alexander, Rory Thompson
Investigation of the fire implications of selective
harvesting — Dave Schroeder
Development of a streamlined method for
collecting fuel loading data for planning prescribed burns — Marty Alexander
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•

Integration of wildland/urban interface
with industrial forest management practices
— Rory Thompson

Operations
This program evaluates and reports on existing
equipment and systems for managing, suppressing, and
protecting against wildland fires, and recommends improvements. Research projects for 2005 include:
• Establishment of an evaluation test grid for
aerial thermal-imaging assessments — Ray Ault
• Field evaluation of initial attack performance
— Wally McCulloch
• Workshop on mechanizing wildland firefighting
— Greg Baxter
• Model changes in fire retardant drop pattern
resulting from variations in forest condition
and aircraft operating parameters
— Wally McCulloch

Design
This program evaluates the equipment used for
fighting fires with a view to improving its design and
developing more effective equipment. In 2005, research
projects include:
• Recommendations for minimum standards for
ground-based water-delivery systems on wheeled
and tracked vehicles — Ray Ault
• Application of new technologies to improve fire
detection — Dave Schroeder
• Operational implementation of video camera
systems to detect smoke from wildfires
— Dave Schroeder
• Investigation of methods to protect wood yards
from fire — Dave Schroeder
• Determination of the effectiveness of sprinkler
systems in the control of wildland fires
— Ray Ault
• Evaluation of different fuel mixtures for drip
torches — Rory Thompson
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In Western Canada, FERIC’s has two extension partnerships. With partial funding
from B.C.’s Forest Science Research Program and in cooperation with FORREX, FERIC
has placed three people regionally: in Kamloops (southern interior), Port Alberni (coast),
and Prince George (central interior). FERIC’s objective is to transfer the results of its research to potential users of the research (member companies, governments, and logging
contractors). Face-to-face contact has been identified by FERIC’s members and partners as
the most effective method of communicating this information. The group’s relationship
with FORREX further enhances the extension effort by providing access to information
arising from non-FERIC research.
In Alberta, with funding support from Alberta Sustainable Resource Development,
FERIC has hired an extension worker, with the same objectives, to provide assistance to
Alberta members and partners.
The extension personnel are not expected to have all the answers to members’ questions or to direct them in the details of implementing research results. Instead, their role is to
facilitate the extension process by providing information on current and past research and
linking researchers with users of their research results. The information flow is multi-dimensional, with FERIC researchers also benefiting from the relationship.

Forest Operations Extension personnel
Darcy Moshenko, R.P.F., Extension Specialist, has research experience with FERIC
as well as extensive experience in the forest industry in southern B.C. Darcy has
responsibility for extension activities in the southern interior of B.C.

John O’Brien, Extension Specialist, has more than 20 years of industry and small
business experience in forest operations and sawmilling in Alberta. John is responsible for forest operations extension in Alberta.

West
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Ed Proteau, Extension Specialist, has more than 20 years of industry experience
in forest engineering and logging on the coast of B.C. Ed is responsible for extension activities in coastal B.C.

Albie Thomson, Extension Specialist, has more than 20 years of industry experience in forest engineering and logging in southern B.C. He is responsible for
extension activities in the central interior of B.C.

Office and field visits

Newsletter and Web articles

Darcy Moshenko, John O’Brien, Ed Proteau, and
Albie Thomson continue to visit members throughout B.C. and Alberta, discussing research and extension needs and providing hands-on instruction on how
to access FERIC’s and other organizations’ research
results.

The extension personnel in British Columbia
prepare articles on new equipment or innovative application of techniques in forestry operations for
FORREX’s Link newsletter. This is available either in
print or on the Web (www.forrex.org). In Alberta, John
O’Brien works with the Edge newsletter published by
MediaMatch West Communications Inc. (Edmonton,
Alberta). In 2005 we will look for additional opportunities for articles.
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Field days and workshops
Field days and workshops will be organized
within each region, focused on the specific needs identified by FERIC members and partners in that region.
These address topics in addition to those identified
for workshops within specific research programs. Field
days will also be organized as opportunities arise and
when new equipment or techniques become available.
The following workshops are planned under the extension program:
• mountain pine beetle research update
• reducing road construction and maintenance
costs
• cable yarding in interior British Columbia
• road rehabilitation in Alberta
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Mission
The mission of the Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada is to provide its members with
knowledge and technology to conduct cost-competitive,
quality operations that respect the forest environment.

Our Vision

Conception:: les kréateurs inc.

FERIC is a world leader in the field of operational
forest research and development. The knowledge,
expertise and dedication of its staff are evident in
the quality, usefulness and impact of its research.
FERIC’s operating efficiency, responsiveness to
clients’ needs and excellence of technology transfer
have gained the Institute the committed support of
the Canadian forestry sector. FERIC is often cited
as an example of effective cooperative R&D.
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Head Office and
Eastern Division

Western
Division

580, boul. St-Jean
Pointe-Claire, QC
H9R 3J9

2601 East Mall
Vancouver, BC
V6T 1Z4

WFORG
1176 Switzer Drive
Hinton, AB
T7V 1V3

T (514) 694-1140
F (514) 694-4351
admin@mtl.feric.ca

T (604) 228-1555
F (604) 228-0999
admin@vcr.feric.ca

T (780) 865-6977
F (780) 865-8266
admin@hin.feric.ca

Liaison Offices

Extension Offices

Ontario
(705) 541-5659

Coast - B.C.
(250) 720-5184

Quebec
(418) 648-3770

Southern Interior - B.C.
(250) 318-0935
Central Interior - B.C.
(250) 961-3443
Saskatchewan
(306) 765-2862
Alberta
(780) 361-8728

Visit our website: www.feric.ca
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